Donning and doffing of personal protective equipment protocol and key points of nursing care for patients with COVID-19 in ICU
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ABSTRACT
Coronavirus pandemic is the most important public health event in the world currently. Patients with coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) in a critical state are at risk of progressing rapidly into many severe complications; they require a high level of care from ICU nurses. How to avoid the virus to infect health care worker is also a critical issue. Based on the summarized experience of Chinese health workers, literature review and clinical practice, this article introduced donning and doffing of personal protective equipment (PPE) protocol and some keypoints of nursing critical care in patients with coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19); caring of patients requiring intubation and ventilation, venous thromboembolism (VTE) prevention, caring of patients on ECMO, caring for patients requiring enteral nutrition, psychological support and nursing management of COVID-19 ICU. This article introduced a useful protocol of donning and doffing personal protective equipment to protect health care workers, and provided key points for the ICU nurses how to take care of COVID-19 patients.

INTRODUCTION
COVID-19 is an acute infectious pneumonia whose pathogen is a new coronavirus not previously found in the population.1 2 The main symptoms of patients with COVID-19 are fever, dry cough, fatigue and muscle soreness. A patient with COVID-19 in a critical state is defined as having developed respiratory failure and requiring mechanical ventilation, or in shock or with other organ failure. They are at risk of progressing rapidly into acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), septic shock, metabolic acidosis, coagulation disorders and multiple organ failure3 4 and usually transferred to intensive care unit (ICU). Therefore, critically ill patients with COVID-19 require high level of care from physicians and ICU nurses, dietitians and psychologists. We summarised our experience of providing nursing critical care to nearly 80 patients over 50 days in a 30-bed COVID-19 ICU Tongji hospital (Guanggu Campus), which provides 800 beds for patients with COVID-19 in Wuhan. The article introduced a protocol of donning and doffing of personal protective equipment (PPE) that summarised from Chinese health workers5 and discussed six key points on nursing critical care: caring of patients with intubation and ventilation, preventing venous thromboembolism (VTE), monitoring patients with extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO), caring for patients on enteral nutrition, psychological support and nursing management of COVID-19 ICU.

DONNING AND DOFFING OF PPE: THE PROCEDURES TO ENTER AND EXIT A COVID-19 ICU
Main routes of transmission of COVID-19 included the respiratory droplet, contact and high concentration aerosol exposure,6 and it should be matched to the virus transmission mode that may occur during patient care.7 Using PPE is a must to protect the healthcare workers.7–9 Nurses should wear PPE before they contact any COVID-19 patient.10

The most recent Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in the USA showed that nearly 35% healthcare workers were infected from COVID-19.11 However, during the epidemic in Wuhan, there were over 400 teams with over 43 000 physicians and nurses went to help from all over China. We suggest that ICU nurses wear two layers of medical caps, two layers of masks (a 3M N95 1860 mask and a surgical mask over N95), three layers of gowns, three layers of gloves, more than two layers of shoe covers, a goggle and face shield. If the nurse needs to perform a procedure that may spread sputum or aerosol10, three layers of PPE should be donned, including two gowns and one medical protective clothing. The gown on the outer layer is to protect the patient’s body fluids and to keep the protective effect. The medical protective clothing is worn in the middle of two layers of...
gowns. The gown in the medical protective clothing is to prevent the nurse from being contaminated when taking off the protective clothing. Even with limited resources, healthcare workers have the best personal protection to reduce their anxiety and nervousness.

For better isolation and avoidance of cross-contamination among healthcare workers, COVID-19 ICU was divided into three separate areas: clean, buffer and contaminated zones (figure 1). A protocol on when and how to don PPE was established. Hand hygiene means washing hands for 20 s. The door handle should be disinfected by using hand sanitiser before the staff goes into the ICU, all healthcare workers must put on PPE according to the protocol in the clean zone following these steps: hand hygiene → putting on the first medical cap → putting on the 3M 1860/9132 medical mask → putting on the second medical cap → putting on the surgical mask → wearing the goggles → putting on the first layer of isolation gown → putting on the first layer of gloves → putting on the first layer of shoe covers → putting on the second layer of gloves → putting on the second layer of gown → putting on the second layer of shoe covers → putting on the third layer of gloves → finally putting on the face shield.

After coming out of patient’s room in ICU, PPE must be removed beginning in the contaminated zone and four buffer zones step by step: hand hygiene → removing the face shield → enter the fourth buffer zone after disinfected the door handle; while in the fourth buffer room: begin with hand hygiene → removing the first layer of shoe covers → hand hygiene → removing the next layer of gloves → hand hygiene → removing the outermost gown → hand hygiene → removing protective coversall → hand hygiene → removing the gogglles → hand hygiene → removing the second medical cap → hand hygiene → removing the surgical mask → hand hygiene → entering the third buffer room after disinfecting the door handle; the process in the third buffer room: hand hygiene → removing the first shoe covers → hand hygiene → removing the second layer of gloves → removing the first gown → hand hygiene → entering the second buffer room after disinfecting the door handle; the process in the second buffer room: hand hygiene → removing the 3M 1860/9132 medical mask → hand hygiene removing the last medical cap → hand hygiene → entering the clean area right away after disinfecting the door handle; the process in the first buffer room: hand hygiene → putting on a new surgical mask and medical cap → hand hygiene → enter the clean area after disinfecting the door handle. The process of putting on the PPE and getting ready to go into the isolation room would take about 30 min. The process of removing PPE after coming out of the isolation room would take about 30 min.

Base on the strictly execution of this protocol, when we finished the work in Guanggu campus of Tongji Hospital, staff received the test of COVID-19 antibody and nucleic acid, and the test results of all members were negative.

**Providing the care to patients with invasive ventilation**

According to the autopsy results, COVID-19 causes an inflammatory reaction in deep airway and damaging alveoli. Large amount of thick secretions are present in the alveoli, which may be a reason of developing atelectasis in patients with COVID-19. Therefore, it is important to use invasive ventilation treatment early for critical COVID-19 patients with severe ARDS. Using the protective ventilation strategy and timely suction could delay the progress of the disease.

The endotracheal tube was carefully secured, and the length was checked in each shift to prevent displacement. In order to decrease patient’s oxygen consumption, analgesia and sedation are often used to alleviate patients’ discomfort and reduce patient’s irrigation; this is the routine treatment after intubation in patients with COVID-19. Remifentanil, midazolam and propofol could be used as the analgesic and sedative drugs. The level of sedation and pain are checked by Ramsay sedation scale and the critical care pain observation tool, and the dosage of medication is adjusted based on the result of assessment.

Suction was considered when a patient has cough with wheezing, elevated airway pressure and reduced tidal volume on the ventilator. Because the sputum is very thick and viscous, in addition to humidifying the respiratory tract through the ventilator, 3–5 mL of sterile water was administered before suctioning to facilitate sputum suctioning.
can be dripped into the airway before suction to help the suction. During suction, patients need to inhale pure oxygen and observe the saturation through pulse oxygen saturation (SpO₂). The closed suction catheter must be used for suction, which can reduce the spread of sputum and aerosolisation during the procedure. The closed suction catheter could also keep the effectiveness of positive end expiratory pressure (PEEP) provided by the ventilator during suction to prevent alveolar collapse. The catheter could be used for 1 week, and it shall be flushed with sterile water after each suction.

It should be ensured that each part of the ventilator tubing is connected tightly, and there is space to prevent the aerosol spread into the air due to unexpected disconnection when the patient changes position. Using dual limb ventilator with virus filters placed at the ventilator outlets can reduce the exhalation of virus into the air (figure 2). The filter should be changed when the filter is completely wet or the patient’s exhalation resistance increased. Disposable ventilator tubing is used, and water condensation in the water trap was cleaned timely. There is no evidence if the aerosol in the ventilator tubing would not spread when the water trap is opened. Therefore, a plastic bag is used to wrap the water trap, then the trap is opened into the bag and the water was poured out.

The nurse should watch the parameters of the ventilator and deal with the alarm of the ventilator skillfully. Lung protective ventilator strategy is often performed on COVID-19 patients with ARDS. The ventilator mode commonly used are pressure-controlled ventilation mode, such as pressure control-assist/control, pressure control-synchronised intermittent mandatory ventilation+pressure support ventilation and pressure control-synchronised intermittent mandatory ventilation+pressure support ventilation. Tidal volume is set low (6–8 mL/kg), and low level airway plateau pressure is maintained (<30 cmH₂O) to reduce ventilator-related lung injury. If alveolar collapse is serious, the alveolar can be reopened by increasing the PEEP while ensuring that the airway plateau pressure is less than 35 cmH₂O. Generally, PEEP is set as 10 cmH₂O, and the maximum PEEP is no more than 15 cmH₂O.

PREVENTION OF VTE
Most of the critically ill patients with COVID-19 have coagulation disorders, and they are at high risk for VTE. We should notice signs of deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary thromboembolism (PTE). Signs of DVT and PTE should be monitored. Observation for these signs that may indicate a VTE: skin temperature and colour changes, pulsation of dorsalis pedis artery weakening or missing and oedema. Signs to watch for PTE: sudden onset hypoxia, respiratory distress and blood pressure drop. Padua prediction tool is used to assess the VTE risk.

MONITORING PATIENTS ON ECMO
WHO interim guidelines recommended that ECMO therapy could be used for COVID-19 patients with severe ARDS. As an effective cardiopulmonary support treatment, ECMO can provide temporary support for critically ill patients to improve hypoxia and replacing lungs to do oxygen exchange. Five patients were treated by ECMO in our ICU, and they all survived. One was discharged, and other patients were transferred to rehabilitation ward to continue treatment.

The nurse needs to monitor and record patient’s vital signs and the usage of vasoactive drugs. The oxygenation effect of the membrane lung can be observed by monitoring SpO₂. If SpO₂ is less than 95%, the speed of ECMO pump or air flow can be increased. When blood pressure dropped, ECMO pump speed should be reduced and medication can be used to raise blood pressure.

Anticoagulation is required to prevent thrombotic complications during ECMO treatment. The nurse draws blood each hour to check patient’s coagulation panel: activated clotting time and the activated partial thromboplastin time. We could use flashlight to check for any thrombosis at the end of membranous lung or in the pipeline. Adjust heparin drip according to the result of coagulation function test. The wound of puncture point should be observed; it needs to be bandaged to prevent bleeding, and the dressing on the wound should be changed every day to avoid infection.

It is essential to monitor and record ECMO parameters, such as the pump speed, air flow rate, the concentration of air–oxygen mixture and the gas flow rate each hour. When the air flow rapidly decreases, the patient’s oxygen saturation would drop immediately and lead to cardiac arrest. Therefore, this indicator is the most important one for maintaining patient oxygenation. Shaking catheter may be related to insufficient space between the catheter and blood vessel wall or insufficient volume of blood. It could be solved by adjusting the patient’s
The autopsy results of the patient with COVID-19 showed that the small intestine of the patients had segmental dilatation and stenosis, degeneration of mucosal epithelium, necrosis and exfoliation. Therefore, enteral nutrition support should follow the principle gradual progression: concentration from low to high, dosage from less to more and speed from slow to fast. The formula should be pumped at a constant speed and completed within 16–24 hours. The nasogastric tube was used; in the process of enteral nutrition, it is essential to monitor gastric retention every 4 hours and observe for any signs of feeding intolerance, such as vomiting, bloating, diarrhoea and gastrointestinal bleeding. It should be noted that when using propofol for sedation, the energy provided by propofol needs to be calculated into the patient’s total daily energy. According to the literature report, propofol provides energy of 1.1 kcal/mL when administered as a 1% solution, and the serum triglyceride level needs to be monitored.

PROVIDING PSYCHOLOGICAL SUPPORT
Critically ill patients with COVID-19 may have psychological issues, such as post-traumatic stress disorder, anxiety, panic, despair and depression due to respiratory distress and difficult of communication. Nurses should be trained by psychologist on how to access patients’ mental health by performing a psychological assessment scale. Cognitive–behavioural therapy is a structural, short-term and cognitive approach psychotherapy; it solves mental health problems by changing patients’ cognition and attitude of the disease and is helpful for critically ill patients to improve their emotion. Mindfulness relaxation therapy could relieve the tension and anxiety caused by disease and is useful to critically ill patients for maintain a good mental state.

NURSING MANAGEMENT OF COVID-19 ICU
The critical condition of COVID-19 patients often accompanies with a variety of complications and causes a huge workload for nurses. We set the bed-to-care ratio in COVID-19 ICU to 1:6 according to the policy of government and 180 nurses provide nursing for 30 patients. Most of our nurses came from ICU, emergency room, departments of neurology and neurosurgery in tertiary hospital of Shanghai; there are many critically ill patients admitted in these departments. Therefore, nurses are experienced and could adapt to the work of COVID-19 ICU quickly. Each shift was set as 4 hours, nurses handed over six times a day and we found increased the incidence of near-miss when the ICU starts running. So, handover is also the key point to ensure the continuous monitoring and quality of nursing for critically ill patients with COVID-19. Based on the Joanna Briggs institute evidence summary of clinical nursing handover, we designed a modified version of identity, situation, observation, background, agreed plan and read back (ISOBAR) handover checklist. This checklist emphasises the identity verification and key points of monitoring, such as vital signs, ventilator parameters, types of catheter and skin conditions.

Open access
It is suitable for nurses to hand over for critically ill patients; it could help nurses obtain more patient information from handover process.

In our ICU, the level of intubated acuity of patients is 89% (68/76), the level of not intubated acuity of patients is 11% (8/76), the level of ECMO acuity of patients is 5.6% (5/76) and the level of Continuous Renal Replacement Therapy (CRRT) acuity of patients is 61% (46/76). According to the previous report from Wuhan Jinyintan Hospital and Wuhan Pulmonary Hospital, the mortality rate of COVID-19 patients with invasive ventilation is 96% (31/32), and the mortality rate of patients on ECMO is 100% (3/3). During the running of our ICU (11 February 2020–31 March 2020), the mortality rate of patients receiving invasive ventilator treatment was 69.1% (47/68), and the mortality rate of patients using ECMO treatment was 0% (0/5). These results are much lower than the previous report and also reflect the effectiveness of our professional nursing of critical care. In future, we will recruit more patients to further verify the effect of key points of nursing in critically ill patients.

**CONCLUSION**

Donning and doffing of PPE protocol could help health workers to protect themselves when they are treating and caring for patients with COVID-19, especially it could reduce the risk of infection when the staff was removing PPE. The key points of nursing care could provide more information for the nurse to understand how to care and observe critical patients with COVID-19.

However, we still have some limitation in this article. First, the protocol should be performed in ICU that has four areas to set buffer room. Second, we summarised key points of nursing care patients with COVID-19 based on literature review. In future study, we should focus on how to protect staff in ICU, where there is no enough space to set buffer area, and recruit more patients to do the prospective or retrospective research to verify the effect of key points of nursing in critically ill patients with COVID-19.
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